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In less than 20 minutes, Seculert increases 
online form conversions by 30% 
________________________________________________________________________________ 

 

The challenge 

Seculert is a leading provider of cloud-based security solutions that protect organizations from 
advanced malware including APTs. Founded by security industry veterans, Seculert protects the 
extended enterprise from advanced threats by providing an integrated platform that analyzes 
malware communications, traffic logs, and suspicious files to identify known and unknown 
advanced threats. Seculert’s cloud-based solution requires no software or hardware and 
protects employees – internal, remote, and those using personal mobile devices – as well as 
customers and partners/suppliers. 

Like many B2B companies, Seculert leverages inbound and content marketing to generate sales 
leads. However, as the company developed more marketing content, it struggled with where 
and how to promote it on their website without overloading its pages with “next steps” which 
can hurt the visitor experience and the Website conversion rate.  

“Our research suggests that our buyers are typically 70% of the way through the buying 
decision before they contact a vendor,” says Debbie Cohen-Abravanel , Vice President of Online 
Marketing at Seculert. “To maximize every potential customer engagement, we need intelligent 
ways to present our content contextually to our online visitors when they are still anonymous.” 

The Solution 

To help guide anonymous visitors to potential leads, Seculert signed up for the BrightInfo Cloud 
service. By plugging BrightInfo metrics into their HubSpot marketing automation solution, 
increases in customer engagement and conversions could be easily tracked on their existing 
platform.  

“BrightInfo was up and running within minutes and immediately began dynamically 
recommending our marketing content items to visitors using a unique profiling mechanism,” 
notes Cohen-Abravanel. “There was no integration or customization on our end, and BrightInfo 
analytics are picked up by our HubSpot system seamlessly“. 
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The Result 

Using BrightInfo’s fully automated service, Seculert was able to increase exposure of its 
marketing content and interest more anonymous visitors in the unique content available.  

The result was a 30% increase in content form conversions as more visitors signed up for more 
premium content. The company also noted lower bounce rates and an increase in content 
consumption. 

“I’m not only happy with the results, I’m also happy that it took literally less than 20 minutes of 
work from our team to achieve them” observes Cohen-Abravanel. 

 

About BrightInfo 

With BrightInfo, every website that leverages content marketing can offer the most relevant 
content to each anonymous visitor – dynamically, in real time and on each page visited. 

Businesses that leverage BrightInfo can increase visitor engagement dramatically. The service 
helps ensure visitors are exposed to the most relevant content, consume more content on 
average, and sign up more for premium content. It can be configured for website and blog 
pages or to engage abandoning/bouncing visitors on landing pages. 

BrightInfo requires no configuration, customization or integration and delivers value within 
minutes of sign up.  

BrightInfo Recommended Content window accompanies visitors through 

the Seculert website or engages visitors abandoning landing pages 


